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VISION

MISSION

Castle Hill Middle School 127 Family is dedicated to equity, high

expectations, and dignity for all children. Through student

empowerment, community partnerships, and collaboration we will

develop critical thinkers ready for the real world challenges of the

21st century. 

Castle Hill Middle School 127 is a student centered

community of stakeholders, educators, families, and

children that embraces the diversity and individual

value of all. We commit to providing a challenging, safe

and respectful learning environment where everyone is

not only seen but also heard, supported, and

celebrated. 



EQUITY

HIGH
EXPECTATIONS 

We always have and will continue to ensure

our students are receiving what they need to

be successful. This will look different

depending on the needs of each student and

we tailor our resources to make sure  students

are  supported in all areas  

VALUES
OUR

Every student learns differently but one

thing we do not waver on is our

expectations of them. We focus on

GROWTH for every student at every stage.

This allows for high expectations and

confidence building while learning.

Our school has a diverse student body as

well as staff. In order to best serve the

community, we provide many

opportunities to share in the experiences

of various ethnicities and cultures. This

allows for "windows," seeing into the lives

of others, and "mirrors'" being affirmed in

their own experiences 

WINDOWS AND
MIRRORS



Middle school is a HUGE transition for our students. At each grade level we prioritize

the socio-emotional skills necessary to thrive and adapt. Mental health and a safe

learning environment are both necessary for academic achievement.  

Entering in 6th grade requires students to learn many new skills. They

transition from one teacher to many teachers and they learn to be a little

more self-sufficient. This year, we focus on self-management and

relationship building, and learning the school community agreements. 

GRADE SKILLS
WE GOT THIS! 

6th Grade 

7th Grade

"How to" Middle School

Who am I as a Middle Schooler?
During 7th grade, students are undergoing a lot of changes within their

adolescence. The become more aware and inquisitive about what's

going on in their world as well as environment. This year we add on to

the skills and focus on social awareness.  Their grades this year are used

for HS.  

8th Grade
High School Bound/ College& Career 

Senior year is the time for students to transition to a high school ready

mindset. Our seniors have a high school program wher they travel with

personalized personal schedules. We also work on the skill of responsible

decision-making  to aid in their development as young adults.



SCHOOL WIDE
COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS

School Swag 

We understand students who feel comfortable and safe in their classroom

environments are able to focus on their learning and engage in their

academics in a positive way. We want students to focus on relationships with

their peers and achieving success at their own pace. 

As a result, students will be required to wear one piece of school swag

(sweatshirt, hoodie, crewneck, t-shirt, etc.) in addition to black pants. The

expectation is students will wear this daily and they will receive rewards for

doing so! Please encourage and support. See school website, teacher, or AP for

information on how to buy

Grading

Research shows students learn better when they are focusing on attaining a

skill versus being consumed with their number grades. Our students are more

than numbers and we want them to understand important concepts versus

what their score says about their ability. We are a MASTERY BASED GRADING

school. Students receive grades based on their level of understanding with a

skill. 

For example: If the skill is writing a SUMMARY, students are rated using a rubric.

Scores are "NOVICE," "APPRENTICE," "PROFESSIONAL," or "MASTER" based on

how they perform with that skill. 

More on this will be discussed in future parent meetings. Rubrics will be

provided



SCHOOL WIDE
COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS

Homework
At 127, homework is used to reinforce a skill taught during the day or as

preparation for the next day's work. Students will have weekly reading

assignments to complete as well as work from their teachers. Homework will

be sent home hard copy or via google classroom. Please ensure you are

checking the student google classroom to support completing assignments.

This helps with preparedness for the next day. Students will also receive

incentives for completing reading and assigned homework! 

Phone Policy
We live in a digital age where we understand the importance of wanting to

have access to your child at all times. In the classroom however, phones can

play a negative role in academics and also impact student-to-student

interactions. 

We are a YONDR school. Students are required to bring their YONDR pouches

to school daily and lock the phones in them at the entry door. They keep the

phones on them but are not able to use them until unlocked at dismissal. This

keeps their phones safe but also allows for focus during the day.

Phone PolicyAttendance
Attendance is an extremely important factor in student success. Every day a

student is absent or excessively late, it impacts their ability to engage with their

teachers, peers, and learning. Students who are excessively late or absent will

receive weekly calls from our outreach team and it will impact their ability to be

promoted to the next grade level. Please reach out if there are challenges with

attendance and punctuality. We are here to support and help! 



RETHINKING SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Restorative Justice 

"Restorative justice is an approach that seeks to repair harm by providing an

opportunity for those harmed and those who take responsibility for the harm to

communicate about and address their needs in the aftermath of an incident or

issue."

We realize that student behaviors each have different driving forces. For this reason

we have a tiered approach to student discipline. This approach holds students

accountable for their actions but also repairs harm caused. More information on this

to follow in parent meetings. 



RETHINKING SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Community NON_NEGOTIABLES

Bullying
[In Person AND Social

Media]

Bullying takes many forms and can be
extremely harmful to students' self-esteem,
school experience, and overall disposition.

Bullying (online and in school)  is a non-
negotiable we stand by

Physical
Disagreements

Disputes happen as we are all learning to be in
community with one another. However, we

should work to prevent them from happening
using our restorative process

Verbal Assaults

Utilizing speech that is hateful, harmful, or
disrespectful towards a peer or adult is not
what we want to see from our students. We

offer many different avenues to address
disputes

We offer student training in:

Peer Mediation

Restorative Circles

Conflict Resolution

This means students will have a large role in how

disputes and peer to peer challenges are addressed.

All of this happens alongside the supervision  of a

trained adult. 

The goal is for students to have ownership  of the

process so the skills are transferrable!

being in "community" means everyone feels

safe and valued. 

For students who struggle to adhere to

community agreements and being in community

with their peers,  additional measures will be

taken to support them.

This can mean removal from activities for

counseling, restorative projects focused on

learning peer to peer engagement skills, etc.





Cultural
Celebrations 

We have celebrations for EID, Winter Recess, Fall Harvest, and
many others!

We would love for you all to volunteer time to help set up and
participate in activities!

Monthly Meetings
for 6th Grade 

Each meeting will have a specific focus such as: 
6th grade events, grading policies, curriculum, volunteer

upcoming volunteer opportunities, etc.

"Talk about it"
Tuesdays!

Bi-weekly, teachers will reach out to discuss "Bright Spots"
(Student successes) and "Opportunities"  (ways we can support

students) specific to your child

"Family Days"

We want to get to know you and the family! We will host
monthly events to spend time in community with one another.
Some past events are: Carnivals, Block Parties, Movie Night, etc.

We will send out surveys for those who want to volunteer! 

Parent School
Leadership Team

(SLT)

It is important for our parents to be part of the decisions taking
place in the school. Interested in being part of the SLT?

Parent/Teacher
Book Clubs or

Literacy Circles 

This year we are looking to start a parent book club aligned to
themes, ideas, or challenges faced by our students. This can be
2x per month or more but we'd like parent input on this. Want
to be part of this? Email AP McGee (Smcgee@schools.nyc.gov) 

There is no Castle Hill  127 community without the
partnerships of parents and families. Below are the

opportunities where we intend to build our
partnership. We hope you can volunteer!

There will also be CONTENT SPECIFIC sessions for ELA, MATH, etc.

Please stay tuned and check email for these events! 



(Zoom: Virtual)

NYC DOE Grading system
DOE Messenger

Parent Handbook Overview

Welcome to the Castle: Need to Know

What is Social Emotional Development?
How do the skils vary by grade and development? 

How can we partner to help students? 

    SEL Competencies

What is it? 
How is it being used? 

What are the implications for education?  

       CHAT GPT

What is it?
Is restorative justice discipline?

How is it implemented here at 127?

       Restorative Justice

What is it?
How do we compare to school's who don't use it?

Why mastery versus number grades?
Does this cause an issue for high school competition? 

Mastery Based Grading

Below are  ZOOM sessions ONLY that will take place throughout the
year. Be sure to check your DOE parent email for links and

information regarding dates 



(in person community building) 

Giveaways
Order uniforms

Sign up for parent book clubs/events 

    Back to School Carnival

Fundraising
Hot Chocolate and Paint-by-Numbers for Parents

Movie and Snacks in auditorium for kids

       Cocoa and Paint 
  small entrance fee

Games and Snacks in Auditorium 
 Win Prizes to take home!

We want to raise enough money to buy ONE gift for every child before
break. $5 EACH 

      Family Game Night
    small entrance fee

Kids can stay from 3:30-6pm for activities on a Saturday and
bonding 

Parents can enjoy a few extra hours to themselves on a Saturday!

        Parents Night Out! 
          small entrance fee

Below are IN PERSON community sessions that will take place
throughout the year. Be sure to check your DOE parent email for links

and information regarding dates 



(in person community building) 

There will be giveaways, raffles, etc. 
Includes a snack and a beverage; will also be additional to be

purchased 

      Staff and Families vs. Students
$5 to participate or $2 to spectate

Complete survey regarding parent engagement throughout the year 

Sign up for parent roles for the following school year! 

          Final Family Survey 

You will be entered into raffle to be reimbursed for all trip money PAID
for school year! 

Below are IN PERSON community sessions that will take place
throughout the year. Be sure to check your DOE parent email for links

and information regarding dates 

Many, many more!

Are there events or opportunities you'd like to see or lead that aren't here? Let's us
know! We are happy to add to this list.  
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Shauna McGee
6th Grade AP

smcgee@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Anderson 
ELA

GAnderson2
@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Camps
Math

Scamps@schools.nyc.gov

Mr.  Cantor
Social Studies

DCantor2@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Capellan
ENL

Ms. Dorsainvil
ELA

MDorsainvil2
@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Fellahi
Science

YFellahi@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Giustino
ENL ELA

BGiusti@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Hafiz
Math

AHafiz@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Haque
Social Studies

MHaque5@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Heinen
Social Studies

CHeinen2@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Jackson
ELA

SJackson45@schools.nyc.
gov

Ms. Johara
ENL ELA

FJohara@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. McKenzie
Art

BMckenz2@schools.nycgov

Ms. Mezo
Spanish

JMezo@schools.nyc.gov

6TH GRADE
Staff
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Mr. Reyes
Science

OReyes12@
schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Sipio
ELA

KSipio3@
schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Stoffel
ELA

AStoffel@schools.nyc.gov

T (Foster)
Math

TFoster4@
schools.nyc.gov

Coach Tommy
Tfalcicchio@

schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Vega
Math

RVega16@schools.nyc.gov

6TH GRADE
Staff
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Mr. Edlich
7th Grade AP

Dedlich@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Reyes 
ELA

Treyes20
@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Ali
Math

Lali10@schools.nyc.gov

Mr.  Evans
Social Studies

Aevans8@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Ventura
Bilingual/ENL

Lventura4@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Dorsainvil
ELA

Mdorsainvil2
@schools.nyc.gov

Mrs. Nahar
Science

Snahar2@schools.nyc.gov

Mrs. Moran
Science

Kmoran14@schools.nyc.go
v

Ms. McLin
Math

Tmclin@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Islam
Science

Tislam5@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Weisner
Social Studies

Kweisne@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Mcnulty
ELA

Kmcnulty@schools.nyc.
gov

Mrs. Power
ENL 

Rpower2@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Waggenspack
Math

Cwaggenspack@schools.nycgov

Mr. Hill
Social Studies

Shill17@schools.nyc.gov

7TH GRADE
Staff
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Mr. Ortiz
ELA 

Cortiz40@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Arias
Math

Garias4@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Lanyan
Science

Dlanyan@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Bowes
Math

Lbowes@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Pascual
Physical Education

Epascual@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Williams
Music

Pwilliams20@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Mckenzie
Art

Bmckenzie@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Mckillop
Physical Education

Tmckillop@schools.nyc.gov

7TH GRADE
Staff
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Mrs. Brooks
8th Grade AP

Jbrooks5@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Brooks
AP

kbrooks@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Haque
Social Studies

Mhaque5@schools.nyc.gov

Ms.  Gutierrez
Health/Phys.Ed.

Lgutierrez12@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Stamatis
Math

Lstamatis@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Hassett

Shassett@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Auquilla
ELA

Cauquilla@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Mejia
ELA

Ymejia3@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Ohare
Social Studies

Johare@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Avila
ELA

Davila2@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Koneva
Social Studies

Tkoneva@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Liberatore
Science

Eliberatore@schools.nyc.
gov

Mr. Tyson
Social Studies 

Jtyson3@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Ravas
Math

Jravas@schools.nycgov

Ms. Mercado
Math

Ymercado@schools.nyc.gov

8TH GRADE
Staff
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Ms. Davidson
ELA

Adavidson@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Thomas
Science

kthomasshuford@schools.nyc.
gov

Ms. Cano
Science

Jcano@schools.nyc.gov

Ms.  Mcintosh
ELA

Mmcintosh7@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Medina
Math

Jmedina26@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Oheneasa
ELA

Smillsodoi@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Martinez
ELA

Martinez@schools.nyc.gov

Mr. Rios
Tech 

ERios3@schools.nyc.gov

8TH GRADE
Staff
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Ms. Delgado
 

Mdelgado14@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Jimenez Mr. Duplessi

Gduplessi@schools.nyc.gov

Ms. Montalvo Ms. Sultana Mrs. Ruiz

Ms. Jahan Mr. Faiz

PARAPROFESSIONALS

Staff


